'1'he Earth is a dynamic systcm-it has a fluid, mobile atmosJJherc and oceans, a continually changing global distribution of ice, snow, and water, a fluid core that is undergoing some type of hydromagnetic motion, a mantle both thcrmalJy convecting and rebounding from the glacial loading of the last ice age, and mobile tectonic plates. These processes affect a number of global geodynamic properties of the Earth including its geocenter location (that is, the location of the Earth's center-of-mass relative to the crust), rotation, a]id gravitational field. Since the Earth's global gravitational field changes only in response to net mass redistribution, observations of it allow the isolation and subsequent investigation into the l:arth's changing mass distribution. Here, seasonal variations in the Earth's gravitational field are investigated through the analysis of 1.AGEOS I satellite laser ranging measurements spanning 1984 to 1992. Global surface pressure data from the National Meteorological Center (NMC) a] e analyzed to study the contribution of atmospheric mass rcdistributions to the observed gravitational field variations; a self-consistent equilibrium ocean tide model is used to compute the effect on the gravitational field of the annual and semiannual ocean tides; and the effect of seasonal variations in continental surface water storage [C}mo and O 'Comor, Global surface-water-induced seasonal variations in the Earth's rotation and gravitational field, Geophys. J., 94, 2, 1988] is considered. Since laser ranging mcasurcmcnts to a single satellite arc sensitive only to ccrlain satellite-dependent linear combinations of the gravitational field coefficients, those same linear combinations of coefficients arc formed when moctc]ing the effect on the gravitational flcld of seasonal variations in atmospheric JNcssLlrc, Con[incnta] surface water storage, and ocean tides.
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'1'able 1. Correlation and Variance RcdLlction Bctwccn Observed and Prcdictcd CCVC1, (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) . 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 Figure 1 Predicted by modc]cd atmospheric pressure, ocean tidal, and sLwfacc water fluctuations indicate that on intrascasonal through seasonal timcscalcs (that is, for periods lCSS than two years), and when the atmospheric pressure effect is computed under the invcr[cd barometer assumption, these three lnf?Jd)ankInS a]OIIC Call [iCCOLII)t for Up 10 86.1 yO Of the obs~rvd variall~c, and have a correlation as Iargc as 0.93 with the observations. lJnder the NIB assumption, these three rncchanisms can account for at most 48.7°\0 of the observed variance. 'I%c strong prefcrcncc for the 113 assumption obtained here is consistent with numerous studies that have demonstrated the validity of the inverted barometer assumption on these timescalcs.
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